**Benchmark**
BR LifePath 2060 Index

**Volatility and Risk**
High

**Fund Inception Date**
2/1/2015

**Total Fund Assets ($M)**
$39.5

**Investment Mgmt. Fee**
0.07%

### Investment Objective & Strategy

The fund seeks capital appreciation. This fund will automatically adjust the underlying asset allocation to become more conservative over time and is designed for participants who expect to retire around 2060, at which time the fund will reach its most conservative risk level and be blended into the PERAdvantage Income Fund. By investing in a single target retirement date fund you may capture diversified investment opportunities without having to manage multiple funds.

### Principal Risks


*As of previous quarter end

### Top Holdings

- **Russell 1000 Index**: 58%
- **MSCI ACWI ex-US IMI Index**: 34%
- **Developed Real Estate Index**: 4%
- **Russell 2000 Index**: 3%
- **Commodity Index Daily Fund**: 0%

### Portfolio Composition

- **Russell 1000 Index**: 61%
- **MSCI ACWI ex-US IMI Index**: 34%
- **Developed Real Estate Index**: 4%
- **Russell 2000 Index**: 1%
- **Commodity Index Daily Fund**: 1%

### Target Retirement Date Series Glidepath

- **LP 2065**
- **LP 2060**
- **LP 2055**
- **LP 2050**
- **LP 2045**
- **LP 2040**
- **LP 2035**
- **LP 2030**
- **LP 2025**
- **LP Ret**

- **Alternatives**: 34%
- **Non-U.S. Stocks**: 1%
- **U.S. Stocks**: 61%
- **Bonds**: 3%

### Fund Manager

BlackRock (Passive)

### Target Allocation

100%

**Performance as of 9/30/2023**

- **2060 Fund**
  - QTR: 0%
  - YTD: -10%
  - 1 Year: 10%
  - 3 Year: 20%
  - 5 Year: 30%

- **BlackRock LifePath 2060 Index**
  - QTR: (3.7)%
  - YTD: (3.4)%
  - 1 Year: 9.1%
  - 3 Year: 19.7%
  - 5 Year: 6.4%
The information provided in this fact sheet and disclosure statement should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell a particular Fund. Investment objectives, risks, fees, and expenses of the Fund should be considered before purchasing or selling a particular Fund. Colorado PERA (PERA) has made every effort to ensure the information presented is accurate and current. More information about PERAdvantage Funds, including prices, performance, and benchmark information, is available on the Plan websites, accessible through www.copera.org, or by calling 1-800-759-7372.

The performance data provided represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. The Funds are not FDIC-insured, may lose value, and are not guaranteed by a bank or other financial institution. Principal value and investment return will fluctuate, so an investor’s shares may be worth more or less than the original value when sold. Portfolio statistics and allocations may change over time.

PERAdvantage Fund investors own units in a portfolio that invests in securities appropriate for the asset class and do not have direct ownership of the securities in the Fund. PERAdvantage Funds are not mutual funds. Prospectuses are not required and prices are not available in local publications. The Funds are privately offered and are only available to members. PERA is a governmental plan and is exempted by state and federal law from registration with the SEC.

PERAdvantage Funds may have multiple managers and portfolios underlying the Fund. PERA has determined the mix of assets among the managers for each Fund. However, at any given point in time, the actual allocation among the managers may vary due to market movements and the Fund’s cash flows. PERA maintains a rebalancing policy to ensure the assets under management by each manager do not materially diverge from the target asset allocation. Manager allocations and individual managers may change in order to best meet the investment objective of each of the PERAdvantage Funds. Historical performance may reflect different allocations to the same or different managers and benchmarks may change to best match investment objectives.

Plan administrative fees pay for recordkeeping, custodial services, consulting, and internal PERA administrative expenses. The administrative fee for the PERAPlus 401(k) Plan and the PERA DC Plan consists of a flat $1.00 per month per participant per plan and an asset-based fee of up to 0.03 percent on each underlying PERAdvantage Fund. The administrative fee for the PERAPlus 457 Plan consists of a flat $1.50 per month per participant per plan and an asset-based fee of up to 0.03 percent on each underlying PERAdvantage Fund. Underlying managers charge an investment management fee, which varies among the managers, and may change at any time.

Performance is net of investment management fees (and net of administrative fees prior to 12/03/2021) and calculated using time-weighted net asset values. Returns for periods greater than one year are annualized. Performance prior to 01/01/2020 was calculated by RVK, Inc. and by Callan LLC thereafter, and begins the first full month after initial funding. PERAdvantage Funds commenced on 10/01/2011.

Each Fund’s performance is compared with that of an index, which is a passively managed portfolio of specified securities, and does not reflect any initial or ongoing expenses. A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities in the index. The Fund benchmark listed represents the current benchmark and while historical performance is linked to the current benchmark, historical performance may differ from the listed benchmark due to changes in benchmark composition over time.

Market cap ranges provided for the PERAdvantage equity funds are subjective and could move with the markets.

Certain PERAdvantage Funds engage in securities lending activities, which may expose them to certain risks. These risks primarily come from the inability of the borrower to return the borrowed security, or potential losses from the reinvested collateral.

The PERAdvantage International Stock fund uses fair value pricing, which may cause the fund’s performance to differ from that of its benchmark.

Under certain extreme circumstances, withdrawals from the PERAdvantage Capital Preservation fund may be temporarily restricted or limited to the lesser of book value or market value. Extreme circumstances could include, but are not limited to, fund subscription and redemption activity, a sharp decline in the market value of the underlying investments, or a deterioration in the credit worthiness of the insurance provider.